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Foreword

You should make the tseB of AI.
Don’t just do the first thing that
comes to mind.
Visit
ki.adesso.de
for more
information

Dearreaders,
readers,
Dear
The big questions in debates among experts are often about artificial intelligence – how will
politics, society or the human condition itself change? Or the experts discuss the technical
intricacies of neural networks or the latest machine learning methods. Both of these open up
interesting topics and questions. But this doesn’t help managers at companies, who want to
implement AI technologies profitably here and now. They are faced with the task of finding
the use cases that fit their own processes, employees, customers and data.
That’s easier said than done, as AI processes open the door to an almost unmanageable range
of options. Focusing on the right use cases from the beginning is key to ensuring their success
and user acceptance. Two other factors complicate this task on top of this diversity: the first
of these is that AI technologies – though decades old – are new for companies. There is a lack
of experience in setting up and implementing data-driven projects. The second factor is that
developing AI solutions requires a diverse project team, where the machine learning expert
collaborates with the administrator and the data scientist works with the product manager.
This critical cooperation leads to problems. Different departments with different goals, ways
of working or ideas collide in AI projects. These hurdles must be overcome. This is where the
Interaction Room (IR) comes in. The workshop format offers proven solutions for the two central
challenges of AI projects: selecting suitable use cases and communication within the team.

Over the next few pages, we’ll introduce you to the IR:AI.
We’ll describe the structure, outline possible applications
and explain the results.
This report serves as a springboard for discussion –
about your perspective on AI. And how we can support
you with our experience, our understanding
of technology, our industry knowledge and the IR.
I’m looking forward to discussing this topic with you
face-to-face and without any AI acting as a go-between.
Best regards,
Volker Gruhn
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Interaction Room –
the foundations
The IR* originates from the traditional software project environment.
It serves as an introduction to the project work of specialist and IT
departments. The IR is also suitable for projects in the AI environment
with the right modifications.
The use of the IR serves several purposes:
> Focusing on the aspects critical to success
> Identifying and eliminating risks at an early stage
> Improving cooperation
> Establishing a common sense of responsibility for the project
The IR deliberately keeps the hurdle for participation low. A small number of
rules and simple tools ensure that all of the participants take an active part.
adesso has already used this methodology in countless projects.
Regardless of whether you want to optimise existing processes, expand
your business model or exploit new business potential, the IR adapts to
your company’s requirements. It is suitable for the initial brainstorming
process, analysing existing data sources or designing and prioritising
use cases. The workshop concept delivers quick answers that will help
managers to push the project in the right direction.

* For more information about the IR and its applications, visit www.interaction-room.de [in German]
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The IR team
Software development is no longer just an issue for IT departments.
This is even more true when it comes to developing data-driven
applications. This is because it requires technical skills, such as
dealing with machine learning and AI technologies, data knowledge
or development expertise. At the same time, an AI project won’t be
successful without an understanding of the industry, the company
and the market.
This understanding is essential for the other departments.
Understanding leads to faster projects, better results and higher
acceptance. This is where the workshop format comes in:
Project participants – independent of departments and
training – meet on an equal footing and work together to
find solutions in the IR.
We describe the essential roles for AI projects in detail in the
‘building AI-based systems’ project process model. *
An overview of the skills required for AI projects can be found
on the following page.

* The concept of building AI-based systems is based on: Marc Hesenius, Nils Schwenzfeier, Ole Meyer,
Wilhelm Koop and Volker Gruhn (2019). Towards a software engineering process for developing data-driven
applications. In Proceedings of the 7th International Workshop on Realizing Artificial Intelligence Synergies
in Software Engineering (RAISE ’19). IEEE Press, 35-41. https://doi.org/10.1109/RAISE.2019.00014
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The IR team – four important roles:
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The IR concept
The structure of the workshop is typical for the IR: participants
work together to create maps, called ‘canvases’ in IR terminology.
These maps are used to solve the following tasks:

G
LO

The participants can see their progress at all times thanks to the canvases.

PROCESS MAP



PRIORITISE: The participants collect and prioritise the
use cases they have identified, factoring in costs, time,
benefits and legal aspects.

INTEGRATION MAP



I DENTIFY: The goal of the workshop is to identify
actionable AI use cases that are tailored to your
prerequisites and requirements.

CK
BA



UNDERSTAND: The interdisciplinary project team needs
to be familiar with both the business model and the real and
optional data sources to uncover AI potential.

VISION AND GOAL MAP

CONTEXT MAP
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The implementation
One typical element of the IR is using annotations (pre-made pictograms)
during the discussion process. The project participants stick these on the
corresponding parts of the sketches to clarify individual issues. This is
because things that seem simple at first often turn out to be complex.
The team uses annotations to identify and mark sources of risk in the
existing data for all to see, for instance. The project team works out the
essential aspects in several rounds of discussions.
The advantage of this approach is that all of the participants develop the
same understanding right at the beginning of the project. This ensures
improved cooperation and establishes the specialist and IT departments’
common sense of responsibility for the project in the team.
The structure of the IR and its methods create an atmosphere that
encourages discussion between the project participants. This visualisation
of business processes, data structures or specialist requirements helps
to ensure that everyone in the team under-stands the relevant issues –
regardless of their training and expertise.
Part of the IR concept is the involvement of a trained moderator –
known as an IR coach – who ensures that the team follows the IR
processes and that participants communicate at the appropriate level
of abstraction between specialist and technical content.
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The IR:AI
The list of possible application scenarios for AI
in an enterprise is endless. Applications based on
AI technologies have the potential to change
processes across all departments and task areas.
The IR:AI extends the IR methodology to include
AI perspectives so as to support this potential.
The setup helps managers get a handle on their
AI-specific issues since AI projects involve
additional requirements in comparison to
traditional software projects.
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The IR:AI relies on maps, which the participants use to uncover possible
AI use cases in their company.
> They record the specialist and technical challenges on the context map.
> The vision and goal map is used to collect and systematise the possible
goals of AI applications. Working on this map helps the project team
develop a sense of purpose. At the beginning, AI experts will present
real-life use cases during a keynote presentation. This helps participants
get into the creative process of finding their own ideas faster. In the
identification phase, the participants document AI use cases with the
help of use-case profiles.
> The team uses the integration map to visualise how existing software
systems and the AI applications that it wants to develop will interact.

Context
map

Vision and
goal map

> The team develops initial concepts for use cases on the process map.
Then, the participants evaluate and prioritise the use cases they have
identified in terms of their business value and their implementation
options. The prioritised and evaluated use cases provide the basis for the
all-important ‘minimum viable product’ (MVP). The AI experts are able
to produce results in a short period of time.

Integration
map

Process
map

Understand the
initial situation



Create a common
target vision



IT landscape
collaboration

Specialist
concept
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78 %
Over 320 company managers answered our questions about AI.
78 per cent fully or mostly agreed with the statement ‘AI will be a
decisive competitive factor in an increasingly growing number of
areas’. The overwhelming majority are convinced of the importance
of AI. This makes it even more important to identify the right
AI use cases for your business and develop AI applications.
You can read the complete report ‘AI – a stocktaking’ at ki.adesso.de/study

Identifying the critical parts of an AI application is one of the key tasks
for the IR team. In practice, project participants have a tendency to spend
too much time and too many resources on simple interrelations that they
understand quickly. This leads to the wrong decisions being made, especially
with unknown technologies such as AI. The IR’s answer to this issue is to use
value annotations for process and object models, which are represented by
corresponding symbols. The participants stick the annotation symbols to the
process model during several rounds of discussion.
In a further round, each participant in the IR session evaluates the issues
for which there still isn’t enough detailed knowledge available in the team.
Working out where there is a lack of expertise like this plays an important role
in the context of AI applications in particular.
Dealing with uncertainty in the correct way at the beginning of AI projects
is also important for success, in addition to this value orientation. In most
cases, the amount of information available for or clarity of each specialist
interrelation differs in the early phases of traditional software development projects. When developing data-driven applications, the situation
becomes even more acute as the team won’t immediately be in a position
to say whether it can build the solution required using the database that
is available. The quality of this database – its availability, information
content and usage rights – is crucial for the success of the project.
Using the maps to visualise everything helps the participants quickly get
to grips with the topic of data and think it through.
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A practical example –
AI in sports
The company
AISportsWatch uses digital camera technology to record amateur sporting
events and increase their exposure by broadcasting them live, on demand
or as highlights. AISportsWatch GmbH is a start-up located in Essen,
Germany, that had the idea of making amateur football in Germany
accessible to the public. According to the German Football Association,
1.8 million football matches take place in Germany every year. 99 per cent
of those are not broadcast. The reason? Previous solutions are cumbersome, expensive and substandard.
The concept
The company developed its own camera system consisting of six Full HD
cameras whose images the system puts together to create a 180-degree
panorama view. This system is installed at a height of around 7.5 metres on
the pitch’s floodlight tower at the halfway line and broadcasts to the world
wirelessly in HD quality via LTE.
AISportsWatch provides viewers with the image quality they have come to
expect from professional sports. To do this, the application uses algorithms
to automatically identify the relevant section of the image from the panorama
view in real time – without the need for a chip in the ball or the players’ shirts.
How does a company develop these algorithms? And how does it integrate
them efficiently into its business model?
< PREVIOUS | NEXT >
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The Interaction Room
Managers at AISportsWatch relied on the IR to find the answers to these
questions. The goal was to develop an understanding of the business
idea, the existing IT structure, the structure and quality of the data and
what information the data contains. Evaluating and prioritising means
an implementation plan can be created, and AI algorithms, architecture
and technology can be selected.
In the case of AISportsWatch, deep learning algorithms based on opensource software using cloud technology proved to be the best option.
The advantage for a start-up with limited financial and staffing resources
is that computing capacities are retrieved as a cloud system in a costeffective manner on demand. The system can also be easily expanded.
The company can increase the capacity based on demand with every
additional camera system installed without having to cover upfront costs
for hardware that will not be used until later.

‘We want to bring full visibility
to amateur football through
artificial intelligence.’
Jan Taube | Managing Director
AISportsWatch GmbH
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Seeing processes differently – building systems differently

Discovering use cases

Building AI systems

Team up with experts

Abstract mind games will not help you
to see the potential of AI. But our
use cases will – from chatbot to text
analysis, from automated sales to
automated communication processes.
Take a look at what AI is changing in
the here and now: in the world of football,
in the car, in business – and before long,
in your company.

AI applications are the result of flawlessly
planned and implemented projects.
However, these systems pose different
challenges to developers than traditional
information systems. This has an impact on
the way projects are structured, and it impacts
the level of expertise required of those involved.
Our ‘building AI-based systems’ process
model is our answer to these challenges.

We have over 20 years of experience as an
IT service provider when it comes to artificial
intelligence. We can draw on instruments,
procedural models and processes that match
your goals and meet your requirements.
Our AI experts are familiar with current
technologies and know in detail how to
develop business models and applications
based on these.

www.ki.adesso.de

www.ki.adesso.de

www.ki.adesso.de
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